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1. INTRODUCTION
Block theory is an important tool in the modular representation theory
 w x.  w x.of finite groups cf. 18 . Apart from a few papers e.g. 17, 13, 16 dealing
with restricted simple Lie algebras there apparently has been no effort to
do the same for other classes of restricted Lie algebras despite a good
 w x .knowledge of the simple modules cf. e.g. 21 for the solvable case .
The aim of this paper is to develop the block theory for reduced
universal enveloping algebras of a finite dimensional supersolvable re-
stricted Lie algebra as far as possible in close analogy to modular group
algebras. In order to organize the paper in a concise way, we include some
open questions on tensor products of simple modules. Under certain
conditions either on the Lie algebra or on the character they have
affirmative answers which are decisively used in the proofs of our main
results. But unfortunately this is not true in general as we show by an
example. In the following, we are going to describe the contents of the
paper in more detail.
The second section provides the necessary background from the block
theory of associative algebras which perhaps is not as well-known to Lie
theorists. In particular, we stress that the block decomposition induces an
 .  .equivalence relation ``linkage relation'' on the finite set of isomorphism
classes of simple modules and indicate the proof of a cohomological
characterization of the linkage relation which is fundamental for some of
the following results. The latter can be used to give a combinatorial
description of the linkage relation via the Gabriel quiver. We include some
results on the number of blocks, resp. the principal block, that hold for any
restricted Lie algebra.
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In Section 3, we use the cohomological characterizations of finite
dimensional nilpotent and supersolvable restricted Lie algebras obtained
w xby the author in 7 in order to give a short proof of a block-theoretic
w xcharacterization which originally was due to Voigt 23 in the context of
infinitesimal algebraic group schemes over an algebraically closed ground
field. This also gives good information on the structure of arbitrary blocks
for the corresponding reduced universal enveloping algebras. All the
remaining results are obtained by considering the principal block as an
 .  .elementary abelian p-group which acts via the tensor product on the
 .  wisomorphism classes of simple modules with a fixed character cf. 22,
x.Section 5.8 . In the case of a strongly solvable Lie algebra, we have a
complete description of this group in terms of the roots of the p-nilpotent
radical. This enables us to give a proof of an unpublished result of
Farnsteiner on the number of blocks of a finite dimensional strongly
 .solvable Lie algebra without using the well-known projective covers of
the simple modules. A consequence of this is the characterization of the
finite dimensional restricted supersolvable Lie algebras with one block,
 .and slightly more general, a necessary and sufficient condition for a
simple restricted module to belong to the principal block. Finally, from this
we are able to determine the number of isomorphism classes of simple
modules in the principal block, and thereby establish an upper bound for
the number of isomorphism classes of simple modules in an arbitrary
block.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let L denote a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra over a commu-
tative field F of characteristic p. In the following we are interested in the
 .  .  .category u L, x -mod of finite dimensional unitary, left u L, x -modules
U  .  wfor an arbitrary character x g L [ Hom L, F cf. 22, Chap. 5, SectionsF
x.  . 2 and 3 . A complete classification of simple u L, x -modules over an
. algebraically closed field exists only in a few cases i.e., up to the
knowledge of the author only for nilpotent restricted Lie algebras, the
three-dimensional simple Lie algebra, and the restricted Lie algebras of
.Cartan type of ranks one and two . Moreover, this supplies enough
 .information only if u L, x is semisimple, which is a very strong restriction
 w x.cf. 15 . So in the other cases one should try to classify the finite
 .  .dimensional indecomposable u L, x -modules up to isomorphism . Since
 w x.this is in general a very hard problem cf. 10, 11 , it is quite natural to
 .consider a decomposition of u L, x into smaller subalgebras such that
 .the category u L, x -mod decomposes into the corresponding smaller
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 .module categories for these subalgebras block decomposition
b
u L, x s B , . [ j
js1
 .where each B is an indecomposable two-sided ideal of u L, x . The Bj j
 .are called block ideals of u L, x . This decomposition is in one-to-one
correspondence with a primitive central idempotent decomposition of the
 .identity element 1 of u L, x
b
1 s c , j
js1
 .where B s u L, x c is a finite dimensional associative F-algebra withj j
 .  widentity element c . The c are called block idempotents of u L, x cf. 18,j j
x.  . Theorem VII.12.1 . Every indecomposable u L, x -module is a unitary,
.left B -module for some uniquely determined j, i.e.,j
b
u L, x -mod s B -mod. . [ j
js1
In particular, this induces an equivalence relation ``belonging to the same
 .block'' or ``linked'' on the finite set Irr L, x of all isomorphism classes of
 .  .irreducible or simple u L, x -modules
b
Irr L, x s B , . D j
js1
w x  . < 4such that each equivalence class B s S g Irr L, x c ? S s S , a so-j j
 .called block or linkage class of u L, x , is in one-to-one correspondence
with the set of isomorphism classes of simple B -modules. If the groundj
field F is algebraically closed, Schur's Lemma yields for every simple
 .  .u L, x -module S a unique unitary F-algebra homomorphism z fromS
  ..  .the center C u L, x of u L, x onto F such that
c s z c ? id ;c g C u L, x , .  .  . .S S S
 .  .where ? denotes the action of u L, x on S. z is called the centralS S
 .character of S. One can show that two simple u L, x -modules belong to
the same block if and only if their corresponding central characters
 w x.coincide cf. 3, Section 55, Exercise 3 .
For the convenience of the reader we state some cohomological features
of the linkage relation which will be quite useful in the following.
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LEMMA 1. Let L denote a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra and
x g LU. Then the following statements hold:
 .  .a If two u L, x -modules M and N belong to different blocks, then
n  .Ext M, N ¨anishes for e¨ery integer n G 0.uL, x .
 .  .b Two simple u L, x -modules M and N belong to the same block if
 .and only if there exists a finite sequence S , . . . , S of simple u L, x -modules1 r
such that M s S , S s N, and1 r
Ext1 S , S / 0 or Ext1 S , S / 0 .  .uL , x . j jq1 uL , x . jq1 j
for e¨ery 1 F j F r y 1.
 . w xProof. a is an immediate consequence of 5, Corollary 4.10 applied to
 .  .the block idempotents corresponding to M resp. N and b is well-known
 w x.see e.g. 20, Corollary 1 .
There exists a nice combinatorial description of the linkage relation, the
 .  .so-called Gabriel qui¨ er Q L, x of u L, x , i.e., the finite directed graph
 . 1  .with the set Irr L, x as vertices and dim Ext M, N arrows fromF uL, x .
w x w x  .M to N . By virtue of Lemma 1 b , it is obvious that the B are inj
one-to-one correspondence with the connected components of the underly-
 .  .  .ing undirected graph Q L, x of Q L, x .
The aim of the paper is to attack the following problems for supersol¨ -
able restricted Lie algebras.
 .  .PROBLEMS. I. Describe the Gabriel quiver Q L, x of u L, x , in
particular,
 .  .  . 1 determine the number b L, x of blocks of u L, x i.e., deter-
 ..mine the number of connected components of Q L, x ,
 . < <  .2 determine the number B of isomorphism classes of simplej
modules in every block B i.e., determine the number of vertices of thej
 . < <.connected component of Q L, x corresponding to B .j
II. Determine the algebra structure of the block ideals B .j
 .Problem II was at least partially motivated by the desire to determine
all characters x of L for which the finite dimensional indecomposable
 .  .u L, x -modules can be classified up to isomorphism , i.e., to decide for
 . which characters u L, x is tame. A finite dimensional associative F-
algebra A is called tame if for any positive integer d almost all indecom-
posable A-modules of dimension d belong to a finite number of one-
w x .parameter families 1, Definition 4.4.1 . According to a result of Gabriel
 w x.see 1, Proposition 4.1.7 , Problem I can be considered as a first step in
solving Problem II. It is also of independent interest because the solution
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of Problem I.2 for all blocks with a fixed character x would give the
 .number of isomorphism classes of simple u L, x -modules which is still
unknown in the non-nilpotent case. In this paper, we will give some first
steps in order to solve both problems for sol¨ able restricted Lie algebras.
Since a closed formula for the block in¨ariants mentioned in Problems
I.1 and I.2 seems to be difficult to obtain, we will begin in the next section
by considering the simplest possible cases, i.e.,
v  .  < < <  . <  ..b L, x s 1 i.e., B s Irr L, x for the unique block B of u L, x
 .``block degeneracy'' ,
v < <  .   . <  . <.B s 1 for every block B of u L, x i.e., b L, x s Irr L, x ,
 .and attempt to discover classes of restricted Lie algebras resp. characters
for which these conditions hold. It is well-known from classical ring theory
that the second condition is equivalent to the statement that every block
 .  wideal B is primary, i.e., BrJac B is a simple algebra cf. 19, Proposition
x.6.5a . This property can be generalized to
 .) dim S s const for every simple module S belonging to BF
or
 . < <  .)) B s const. for every block B of u L, x .
 .  .It turns out that ) holds for every block of u L, x if L is a supersol¨ able
 .restricted Lie algebra cf. Corollary 2 , and even in this case it does not
 . seem to be obvious under which conditions )) will be satisfied cf.
.Question 2 before Proposition 6 . Recall that according to Lie's Theorem
 .which fails in the modular situation every non-modular solvable Lie
 .algebra over an algebraically closed field is supersolvable and thus
 .Theorem 1 resp. Corollary 2 can be considered as a modular analogue of
Lie's Theorem.
In order to state the next result, we need some more notation. The block
 .of u L, 0 containing the one-dimensional trivial L-module is called the
principal block of L and will be denoted by B . The principal block turns0
out to be the most complicated block of L see e.g. Corollary 1 and
. w xExamples 1 and 2 below . Following Hochschild 14 we define the re-
stricted cohomology of L with coefficients in a restricted L-module X by
means of
H#n L, X [ Ext n F, X ;n G 0. .  .uL , 0.
In the following we will need a stronger version of the well-known fact that
every simple restricted module not belonging to the principal block has
  ..vanishing restricted cohomology cf. Lemma 1 a :
LEMMA 2. Let L be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra. If the finite
dimensional restricted L-module X does not contain a non-zero submodule
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n  .belonging to the principal block of L, then the restricted cohomology H# L, X
¨anishes for e¨ery integer n G 0.
Proof. Since restricted cohomology commutes with direct sums, we can
assume without loss of generality that X is indecomposable. Then it is
clear that every composition factor of X belongs to a unique block,
namely the block to which X itself belongs. By hypothesis, the composition
factors in the socle of X and thus all composition factors of X do not
belong to the principal block of L. Hence the assertion is an immediate
 .consequence of Lemma 1 a and the long exact sequence for restricted
cohomology.
We continue by studying the behavior of the number of blocks of
reduced universal enveloping algebras under field extensions and restric-
tion to central subalgebras:
LEMMA 3. Let L be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¨er F and
x g LU. Then the following statements hold:
 .  .  .a If E is a field extension of F, then b L, x F b L m E, x m id .F E
 .  < .  .b If K is a central p-subalgebra of L, then b K, x F b L, x .K
Proof. Look at the primitive central idempotent decomposition of the
 .  .  < .   ..identity element in u L, x for a resp. in u K, x ¨ C u L, x forK
 .b !
 .  .   . <Let C L denote the center of L and set T L [ x g C L x isp
4  .semisimple . Since every toral ideal is central, T L is the largest toralp
w x w xideal of L. By the main result of 15 together with 7, Theorem 2.4 , every
reduced universal enveloping algebra of a torus is semisimple and there-
 . w  .xfore Lemma 3 b in conjunction with 22, Theorem 2.3.6 1 yields:
PROPOSITION 1. Let L be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¨er
an algebraically closed field F and x g LU. Then
pdim F TpL. F b L, x . .
We conclude this section by investigating some elementary properties of
the principal block and begin with the following result which follows
 .immediately from Lemma 1 b and the five-term exact sequence for
restricted cohomology:
LEMMA 4. Let L be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra, I be a
p-ideal in L, and M be a restricted L-module such that IM s 0. If M belongs
to the principal block of LrI, then M belongs to the principal block of L.
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Remark. Example 1 below with I [ F x [ F y [ F z and M [ F fort
.t / 0 shows that the converse of Lemma 4 is far from being true!
Using the interplay between restricted and ordinary cohomology pro-
w xvided by a six-term exact sequence due to Hochschild 14, p. 575 we obtain
w xalong the same lines as in the proof of 20, Proposition 1 :
PROPOSITION 2. Let L be a finite dimensional sol¨ able restricted Lie
algebra. Then e¨ery composition factor of the adjoint module belongs to the
principal block of L.
Proof. Let S s IrJ be a composition factor of L. Since IrJ is by
definition a minimal ideal of LrJ and L is assumed to be solvable, S is
abelian. Hence S is a trivial I-module and thus the five-term exact
sequence for ordinary cohomology specializes to
0 ª H 1 LrI , S ª H 1 LrJ , S ª Hom S, S ª H 2 LrI , S .  .  .  .L
ª H 2 LrJ , S . .
Since the third term is non-zero, the second and fourth term must also be
non-zero. In the first case, we obtain by the first three terms of Hochschild's
1  . 1  .exact sequence for LrJ that either 0 / H# LrJ, S ¨ H# L, S or S ( F.
Therefore S belongs to the principal block of L. In the second case, a
similar argument for LrI yields that either S belongs to the principal
2  .block of L or H# LrI, S / 0. But then S belongs to the principal block
of LrI and thus by Lemma 4 also to the principal block of L.
Remark. The same argument as that in the proof of Proposition 2
shows that every abelian composition factor of an arbitrary finite dimen-
sional restricted Lie algebra belongs to the principal block of L, but
 w x.contrary to the case of finite groups cf. 18, Theorem VII.13.9 , Proposi-
tion 2 is not true for non-solvable restricted Lie algebras}consider e.g.
the three-dimensional simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p ) 2, where the adjoint module has only one composi-
 wtion factor which does not belong to the principal block cf. e.g. 13,
x.Proposition 2.4 . Moreover, we note that the converse of Proposition 2 is
 .far from being true cf. Example 1 for p ) 3 !
 .  < 4Let Ann M [ x g L x ? M s 0 denote the annihilator of an arbi-L
trary L-module M. Then we have the following necessary condition for a
simple restricted L-module to belong to the principal block:
PROPOSITION 3. Let L be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra and S
be a simple restricted L-module. If S belongs to the principal block of L, then
 .  .T L : Ann S .p L
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Proof. Let us assume first that the ground field F is algebraically
 . closed. If « denotes the augmentation mapping of u L, 0 i.e., the unique
 .  .unitary F-algebra homomorphism from u L, 0 onto F extending the zero
.mapping from L into F and if z denotes the central character corre-0
sponding to the principal block of L, then
z u ? 1 s u ? 1 s « u ? 1 ;u g C u L, 0 .  .  . .0 F F F
  ..shows that z is just the restriction of « to the center C u L, 0 of0
 .  .  .   ..u L, 0 . Hence T L : C L ¨ C u L, 0 impliesp
T L : Ker « l L s Ker z l L : Ann S .  .  .  .p <CuL , 0.. 0 L
since by our hypothesis S belongs to the principal block of L.
If F is arbitrary, let F denote an algebraic closure of F. Then S m F is aF
 .  .simple L m F -module, and in view of Lemma 1 b it is clear that S m FF F
also belongs to the principal block of L m F. Therefore the alreadyF
established case of an algebraically closed ground field yields
T L m F : T L m F : Ann S m F s Ann S m F, .  . .  .p F p F Lm F F L FF
 .  .i.e., T L : Ann S .p L
3. MAIN RESULTS
 .A Lie algebra L is called supersol¨ able if there is a descending chain
L s L > L > ??? > L s 00 1 n
of ideals L in L such that the factor algebras L rL are one-dimen-j j jq1
sional for every 0 F j F n y 1. It is well-known that subalgebras and factor
algebras of supersolvable Lie algebras are again supersolvable.
Since it is fundamental for the rest of the paper, we begin with a short
cohomological proof of a block-theoretic characterization of supersolvable
 . w x  wresp. nilpotent restricted Lie algebras using the results of 7 cf. also 8,
x  .  .Theorem 2, resp. Theorem 3 for the equivalences a m b in Theorem 1,
.resp. Theorem 2 .
 .A finite dimensional associative F-algebra A is called basic if ArJac A
is a direct product of F-division algebras. Then the following result should
be considered as a modular analogue of Lie's Theorem.
THEOREM 1. For any finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra L o¨er F
there are the implications
a m b « c .  .  .
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among the following statements:
 .a L is supersol¨ able.
 .b E¨ery simple module in the principal block of L is one-dimensional.
 .  .c The principal block ideal of u L, 0 is a basic algebra.
 .  .If F is algebraically closed, then b and c are also equi¨ alent.
 .  .Proof. a « b : Let X and Y be simple restricted L-modules such
 . Uthat dim X s 1 and dim Y / 1. Then Hom X, Y ( X m Y andF F F F
 . UHom Y, X ( Y m X are also simple restricted L-modules such thatF F
 .  . w xdim Hom X, Y / 1 / dim Hom Y, X . From 7, Proposition 5.9 weF F F F
derive
Ext1 X , Y ( H#1 L, Hom X , Y s 0 s H#1 L, Hom Y , X .  .  . .  .uL , 0. F F
( Ext1 Y , X . .uL , 0.
If we apply this successively to a finite sequence F [ S , . . . , S \ S of1 r
 .  .simple u L, 0 -modules satisfying the condition in Lemma 1 b , we obtain
dim S s 1 for any simple module S belonging to the principal block of L.F
 .  .  . wThe implication b « a follows from Lemma 1 a and 7, Theorem
x  .  . 5.10 and b « c is an immediate consequence of the definition cf. also
.the proof of Corollary 2 below . Finally, in the case of an algebraically
closed ground field, the principal block ideal B is basic if and only if every0
 .  .simple B -module is one-dimensional, i.e., b and c are equivalent.0
 .A finite dimensional associative F-algebra A is called local if ArJac A
w xis a division algebra. Then using 7, Proposition 5.5, resp. Theorem 5.6
w xinstead of 7, Proposition 5.9, resp. Theorem 5.10 we obtain in the
nilpotent case:
THEOREM 2. Let L be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra. Then the
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .a L is nilpotent.
 .b E¨ery simple module in the principal block of L is tri¨ ial.
 .  .c The principal block ideal of u L, 0 is a local algebra.
 . w xRemark. In fact, Lemma 1 a shows that 7, Theorem 5.10 can also be
w xderived from Theorem 1 and similarly 7, Theorem 5.6 is equivalent to
w xTheorem 2. This was implicitly used by Voigt 23 to obtain the above
results in the more general context of infinitesimal algebraic group
schemes, but also assuming the ground field as algebraically closed. Our
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approach to proving Theorems 1 and 2 was motivated by the analogous
w xresults 20, Corollary 2, resp. Corollary 4 for finite modular group alge-
bras.
 .  .Lemma 2 and the implication a « b of Theorem 1 in conjunction
wwith Theorem 5 below can be used to give a more precise statement of 22,
 .xTheorem 5.8.7 1 :
THEOREM 3. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
algebra o¨er an algebraically closed field F, x g LU , and M, N be simple
 .u L, x -modules. Then there are the implications
a m b m c ¥ d .  .  .  .
among the following statements:
 .a M ( N .<T L. <T L.p p
 .b M ( N .<CL. <CL.
 .c There exists a simple module S in the principal block of L such that
N ( S m M.F
 .  .d M and N belong to the same block of u L, x .
 .  .Proof. a « b : The assertion follows from
Hom M , N s Hom M , N . .  .T L. CL.p
By virtue of the Jordan]Chevalley]Seligman decomposition for the center
 .C L of L, it is thus enough to show that the action of any p-nilpotent
 .  .element in C L on a simple u L, x -module depends only on x which is
w  .xan immediate consequence of 21, Formula 1 .
 .  .  w  .x.  .b « c cf. 22, Theorem 5.8.7 1 : Let s : L ª C L be a p-semilin-
ear mapping such that s s ?w p x and set<CL.
x w p x
X
[ x w p x y s x ; x g L. .
 w p x.  w x.Then L, ? is a restricted Lie algebra cf. 22, Proposition 2.2.1 with
 .w p x w  .x  .C L s 0. According to 22, Theorem 5.2.7 1 , X [ Hom M, N is aF
finite dimensional restricted L-module for both p-mappings of L. By
 . CL.hypothesis, Y [ Hom M, N s X is a non-zero L-submodule ofCL.
X. Hence Y has a non-zero socle, i.e., there exists a simple L-submodule S
 .of Y. From the adjointness of Hom and m we obtain Hom S m M, NL F
 . w x w xX( Hom S, X / 0. Since L, L is p -nilpotent, S is one-dimensionalL
 w  .x.cf. 22, Lemma 5.8.6 a , and thus S m M is simple. Therefore weF
conclude from Schur's Lemma that N ( S m M. As we will see later inF
 .  .Theorem 5, the inclusion T L ? S : C L ? Y s 0 implies that S belongsp
to the principal block of L.
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 .  .Since the implication c « a is an immediate consequence of Proposi-
 .  .  .tion 3, it remains to prove d « c . Set again X [ Hom M, N . With-F
1  . 1  .out loss of generality we may assume H# L, X ( Ext M, N / 0,uL, x .
and by virtue of Lemma 2, X possesses a simple submodule S belonging to
B . According to Theorem 1, S is one-dimensional and thus S m M is0 F
simple. Hence the assertion follows from Schur's Lemma as in the proof of
 .  .b « c .
 .  .Remark. The proof of the implication d « c of Theorem 3 is valid
for an arbitrary ground field. Note also that its analogue in the modular
 wrepresentation theory of finite p-supersolvable groups cf. 20, Corollary 3
x.and its proof can be simplified slightly by using the analogue of Lemma 2.
 .  .Unfortunately, the implication c « d in Theorem 3 is not true in
general as the following example shows:
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the restricted diamond algebra
L [ Ft [ F x [ F y [ F z ,
w x w x w x w xt , x s x , t , y s yy , x , y s z , z , L s 0,
t w p x s t , x w p x s y w p x s z w p x s 0
over an algebraically closed ground field F. Then the largest nilpotent ideal
 .  .Nil L and the largest p-nilpotent ideal Rad L of L coincide, namelyp
Nil L s F x [ F y [ F z s Rad L .  .p
is a three-dimensional p-nilpotent Heisenberg algebra. In particular, the
 .  .center C L s F z of L is p-nilpotent and thus T L s 0.p
Let x g LU. If x s 0, then<NilL.
ppw xIrr L, x s F t y t s x t ? 1 , .  . 4t
 .where the eigenvalue of t on F is t and the action of Nil L on F ist t
trivial. An easy computation shows that
dim Ext1 F , F s d q d .F uL , x . t u 1, uyt y1, uyt
p  . p  .holds for all roots t , u of X y X y x t ? 1. Hence u L, x has the
following Gabriel quiver where the vertices corresponding to the one-
 .dimensional u L, x -modules F are labeled by the respective eigenvaluest
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 w x.t of t cf. 6, Beispiel II.4.2 . In particular, the restricted universal
 .  .enveloping algebra u L, 0 has a unique block see also Theorem 4 below .
 .  .  .  .If x z s 1 and x x s 0 s x y i.e., x / 0 , then we obtain<NilL.
w x  w  .x.from 22, Corollary 5.7.6 see also 22, Example 5.9.2 b :
LIrr L, x s Ind F , x l x s 0, l z s 1, .  .  .  . K l
p p
l t y l t s x t ? 1 , .  .  . 4
U  .where K [ Ft [ F x [ F z, l g K , and k ? 1 s l k ? 1 ;k g K. Setl l
l. n  l. l..  l. <b [ y m 1 for 0 F n F p y 1 b [ 0 \ b . Then b 0 F n Fn l y1 p n
4 L  .p y 1 is a basis of S [ Ind F , x with L-action given byl K l
t ? bl. s l y n ? bl. , x ? bl. s n ? bl. , y ? bl. s bl. , .n n n ny1 n nq1
z ? bl. s bl. .n n
  ..A straightforward computation shows that c [ zt q xy g C u L, 0 and
c s m y l ? id ;l, m. . .  .Hom S , SF l m Hom S , S .F l m
w x w xHence 7, Theorem 2.4 in conjunction with 5, Corollary 5.1 yields for
l / m:
Ext1 S , S ( H#1 L, Hom S , S s 0. .  . .uL , x . l m F l m
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 .  .As a consequence of Lemma 1 b we have in this case b L, x s p s
<  . <Irr L, x . From the action of L on S we obtain for every l thatl
F m S ( S ;t g F ,t F l lqt p
 .  .i.e., the blocks of u L, x are permuted faithfully by the principal block
 .  .  .via m . Therefore the implication c « d in Theorem 3 is not true in
 . general. Moreover, one can read off from the Gabriel quiver Q L, 0 or
w x. 1  .7, Proposition 2.7 that H# L, F s 0. Hence the simple module S in
 . 1  . statement c of Theorem 3 does not always satisfy H# L, S / 0 even if
1  . .Ext M, N / 0 .uL, x .
 .  .The implication d « c of Theorem 3 in conjunction with the implica-
 .  .tion a « b of Theorem 1 immediately yields an upper bound for the
number of simple modules in an arbitrary block of a finite dimensional
 .supersolvable restricted Lie algebra cf. Problem I.2 :
COROLLARY 1. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
U < < < <  .algebra and x g L . Then B F B holds for any block B of u L, x .0
 .As already mentioned in Section 2, we are now able to show that ) is
 w xtrue in the supersolvable case cf. also 23, Satz 2.5 and Bemerkung 2.6 for
.x s 0 and an algebraically closed ground field :
COROLLARY 2. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
U  .algebra and x g L . Then all simple modules in the same block of u L, x
 .ha¨e the same dimension. In particular, e¨ery block ideal of u L, x is a full
matrix algebra o¨er a basic algebra.
 .  .Proof. The first statement follows from the implication d « c in
Theorem 3 and Theorem 1. In order to prove the second statement, we
 .consider an arbitrary block ideal B of u L, x . Let d denote the common
dimension of the simple B-modules and let P , . . . , P be a representative1 s
set of the isomorphism classes of the projective indecomposable B-mod-
s  w x.ules. Then B s [ dP and therefore we obtain cf. 19, Corollary 3.4aiis1
op op op
B ( End B ( End dP ( Mat End P , .  .  . .B B d B
s  .opwhere P [ [ P . Since P is multiplicity-free, End P is a basici Bis1
 w x.algebra cf. 19, Lemma 6.6a and the second statement is also completely
proved.
 .By virtue of Corollary 2 and Lemma 1 a , we obtain the following
w xgeneralization of 7, Theorem 5.10 :
COROLLARY 3. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
U  .algebra and x g L . If M and N are simple u L, x -modules such that
n  .dim M / dim N, then Ext M, N s 0 for e¨ery integer n G 0.F F uL, x .
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If we proceed analogously to the proof of Corollary 2, we obtain from
 .  .the implication d « c in Theorem 3 and Theorem 2 the following
w x  w x.special case of a result due to Curtis 2, Theorem 1 cf. also 25, 26 :
COROLLARY 4. Let L be a finite dimensional nilpotent restricted Lie
U  .algebra and x g L . Then e¨ery block of u L, x contains only one isomor-
 .phism class of simple modules. In particular, e¨ery block ideal of u L, x is a
full matrix algebra o¨er a local algebra.
 .Corollary 2 resp. Corollary 4 solve Problem II and generalize the main
w x  .result of 15 to supersol¨ able resp. nilpotent restricted Lie algebras.
w xCorollary 4 in conjunction with 21, Satz 6 shows that for an arbitrary
character of a nilpotent restricted Lie algebra equality holds in Proposition
1. Moreover, Corollary 4 enables us to obtain the following stronger
version of Theorem 3 in the nilpotent case, i.e., more precisely we have
PROPOSITION 4. Let L be a finite dimensional nilpotent restricted Lie
U  .algebra, x g L , and M, N be non-projecti¨ e simple u L, x -modules. Then
the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 . 1  .a Ext M, N / 0.uL, x .
 .  .b M and N belong to the same block of u L, x .
 .c M ( N.
 .Proof. According to Lemma 1 b and Corollary 4, it only remains to
 .  . 1  .show the implication c « a . Suppose that Ext M, M s 0 and letuL, x .
P denote the projecti¨ e co¨er of M i.e., there is an L-module epimor-
phism from P onto M such that the kernel is contained in the radical of
.P . Since M is simple, P is indecomposable. Hence every composition
 .factor of P belongs to the same block of u L, x as M and is therefore by
Corollary 4 isomorphic to M. Then it follows from our assumption that P
is a direct sum of copies of M and thus the indecomposability of P implies
that M ( P is projective in contradiction to our hypothesis.
w  .xRemark. A comparison of Proposition 4 and 13, Theorem 4.3 a shows
that the block structure of reduced universal enveloping algebras of
classical Lie algebras for a regular nilpotent character and reduced univer-
sal enveloping algebras of nilpotent restricted Lie algebras for an arbitrary
character are the same.
 w x w xEXAMPLE 2 cf. 6, Beispiel II.4.3 or 9 for a different approach using
.projective covers . Consider the three-dimensional Heisenberg algebra
w x w xL [ Fe [ F z [ Fe , e , e s z , z , e s 0,y q q y "
ew p x s 0, z w p x s z"
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over an algebraically closed ground field F. Put I [ Fe [ F z and lety
U U  . w  .xl g I . If x g L with x z s 0, we derive from 22, Corollary 5.7.6 2 :
LIrr L, x s F j Ind F , x l e s x e , 0 / l z g F . .  .  .  .  . 4 4 x I l y y p
w xIt can immediately be read off from 7, Proposition 2.7 that
1  . 1  .  .Ext F , F ( H# L, F is two-dimensional. Let V l denote theuL, x . x x
L .  .restricted I-module F m Ind F , x . Then e acts on V l as onyl I l < I y
L .  wInd F , x but z acts trivially. Using Frobenius reciprocity cf. 7, Corol-I l
.x.lary 1.3b and the five-term exact sequence for restricted cohomology in
w x  w x.conjunction with the main result of 15 cf. also 7, Corollary 3.6 we
obtain
Ext1 Ind L F , x , IndL F , x .  . .uL , x . I l I l
( Ext1 F , IndL F , x , . .< Iu I , x . l I l< t
( H#1 I , V l ( H#1 Fe , V l . .  . . < .F ey y
w xAccording to 7, Proposition 5.5 , it is enough to show that the 0th
Ã0   ..complete cohomology space H# Fe , V l vanishes. But this is a conse-y
w x  .quence of 7, Proposition 2.6a because the trace element of u Fe , 0 isy
py1  w x.  .F ey py1  .e cf. 7, p. 2875 and dim V l s 1 s dim e V l . Hencey F F y
 .u L, x has the following Gabriel quiver
 .where the vertices corresponding to the simple u L, x -modules are la-
 .belled by the respective eigenvalues l z of z. In particular, it follows from
L .Proposition 4 that Ind F , x is projective. Finally, a simple dimensionI l
 . 2counting argument shows that the projective cover P F of F is p -di-L x x
 . L  .mensional. In fact, P F is isomorphic to Ind F , x .L x F z 0
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 .  .  .If x z / 0, then e¨ery simple u L, x -module is properly induced,
i.e.,
Irr L, x .
p pLs Ind F , x l e s x e , l z y l z s x z ? 1 , .  .  .  .  .  . 4I l y y
and by the same computation or, more directly, by comparison of dimen-
.  .sions as above we conclude that u L, x is semisimple.
 .  .  .Remark. Note that u L, x ( u L, 0 as associative F-algebras if
 .  w x.x z s 0 cf. 22, Exercise 5.3.4 . Moreover, it should be pointed out that,
 .more generally, the same global picture remains true for the 2n q 1 -
dimensional Heisenberg algebra
H F [ Fe [ ??? [ Fe [ F z [ Fe [ ??? [ Fe , .n yn y1 1 n
w x w x w x w x w p xe , e s e , e s e , z s 0, e , e s d ? z , e s 0,yi yj i j " i i yj i j " i
z w p x s z ;1 F i , j F n ,
if we use I [ Fe [ ??? [ Fe [ F z e.g. the vertex corresponding to Fyn y1 x
n   . .has 2n loops, the p -dimensional simple u H F , x -modules are projec-n
 . H nF . .tive and thus P F is isomorphic to Ind F , x as in the caseH F . x F z 0n
.n s 1 .
In order to deal with Problem I.2, we consider for any finite dimensional
 .restricted Lie algebra L the abelian p- subgroup
pUL w p x< w xG [ g g L g L, L s 0, g x s g x ; x g L .  . . 4
 . U  w x.of the additive group L cf. 22, p. 242 . As a consequence of the
Jordan]Chevalley]Seligman decomposition, we obtain that G L is finite
 w  .x. Lcf. 22, Proposition 5.8.8 1 . For every g g G the one-dimensional
vector space F is a restricted L-module and thus for any x g LU theg
L  . w x w xgroup G acts on Irr L, x via g ? S [ F m S .g F
L  L <w x 4  .Consider G [ g g G F g B . By virtue of Lemma 1 b and the0 g 0
 .fact that isomorphism classes of one-dimensional restricted L-modules
 .are invertible with respect to the tensor product over F , this is a subgroup
L L  < L < < <.of G . According to Theorem 1, G is as large as possible i.e., G s B0 0 0
if and only if L is supersolvable. Moreover, note that the other extreme
L  L.  .case G s 0 s G holds for perfect restricted e.g. simple Lie algebras.0
Of course, both cases coincide by virtue of Theorem 2 if L is nilpotent and
the solvable case lies somewhere in between. Example 1 shows that, in
general, the blocks of L need not be G L-invariant. Nevertheless, in the0
following we will find conditions on L and x under which each block of
 . L  .u L, x is G -invariant see Proposition 6 and its proof .0
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 w x. EXAMPLE 3 cf. 6, Beispiel II.4.1 . Let L s T [ Fe with T a maxi-
. w p x w x  . Umal torus, e s 0, and t, e s a t ? e for a g T . If F is algebraically
closed, then every simple restricted L-module is one-dimensional and by
the five-term exact sequence for restricted cohomology in conjunction with
w x  w x. w xthe main result of 15 cf. also 7, Corollary 3.6 and 7, Proposition 2.7 ,
we obtain
T1 1 1Ext F , F ( H# L, F ( H# Fe, F ( Hom Fe, F .  .  .  .uL , 0. l m myl myl T myl
;l, m g G L .
 . LHence we can conclude from Lemma 1 b that G s F ? g , where F0 p a p
 . Udenotes the prime field of F and g is the unique lifting of a g T to La
 .such that g e s 0.a
Following Schue, we call a restricted Lie algebra L strongly sol¨ able if L
 .is the semidirect product of a maximal torus T and a p-nilpotent ideal N.
It is well-known that every strongly solvable Lie algebra over an alge-
 w x.braically closed field is supersolvable cf. e.g. 4, Theorem 3 . Then
Example 3 can be generalized to
PROPOSITION 5. Let L be a finite dimensional strongly sol¨ able restricted
Lie algebra o¨er an algebraically closed field F. If N s [ N for someaa g R
R : TU is the root space decomposition of N relati¨ e to T , then G L s0
 . U F ? g , where g denotes the unique lifting of a g T to L such thata g R p a a
<g s 0.Na
L w x.  .Proof. First, g g G for any a g R. Indeed, g L, L : g N s 0,a a a
 w p x.  w p x.  . p  . pand for x g L we have g x s a t s a t s g x , where x ' ta x x a x
 .  w x w  .xmod N cf. 22, Lemma 2.1.2 and 22, Theorem 2.3.6 1 . Moreover, it is
clear that G L is an F -subspace of LU. According to Theorem 1, everyp
simple module in the principal block of L is one-dimensional and there-
L 1  .fore is isomorphic to F for some l g G . Assume that Ext F , F /l uL, 0. l m
0 for l, m g G L. Since by hypothesis N is p-nilpotent, we obtain by the
same arguments as in Example 3 in conjunction with the left exactness of
 .Hom ?, F thatT myl
1  w p x:w xExt F , F ( Hom Nr N , N q N , F .  . .FuL , 0. l m T myl
¨ Hom N , F , .T myl
 . Land similarly to the above we conclude from Lemma 1 b that G :0
 F ? g .a g R p a
Since G L is an F -subspace of G L, for the other inclusion it is enough to0 p
show that any F is a composition factor of the adjoint module of L cf.ga
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.Proposition 2 . In order to do this, we consider the following prolongation
of the descending central series of N to L:
L s N 0 > N 1 > N 2 > N 3 > ??? > N k > N kq1 s 0,
0 1 i w iy1 xwhere N [ L, N [ N, and N [ N, N if i ) 1. By definition,
every factor N [ N irN iq1 is a trivial N-module, and the main result ofi
w x15 implies that every restricted T-module is semisimple. This shows that
 .N 0 F i F k is a semisimple restricted L-module. For any a g R andi
 < i 4 iai [ max 0 F i F k N l N / 0 there exists an element y g N l Na a a a
 .such that y g N is non-zero. Hence F ( F ? y is a -n L- directa i g aa a
summand of N and thus a composition factor of the adjoint module of L.ia
Finally, as already mentioned above, Proposition 2 implies that  F ?a g R p
Lg : G .a 0
Remark. It is immediately clear that G L is isomorphic to  F ? a ,0 a g R p
i.e., G L is isomorphic to the F -vector space generated by the roots R.0 p
Hence the minimal number of generators of G L is the number of ``simple''0
  : .roots i.e., the generators of R as a p-group .F p
L < <Since G is a p-group, B is always a p-power in the supersolvable0 0
 .case see also Theorem 6 for the precise result . This is not the case in
general}consider e.g. the case of a three-dimensional simple Lie algebra
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 2, where the princi-
 wpal block contains two isomorphism classes of simple modules see e.g. 13,
x.Proposition 2.4 .
QUESTION 1. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
U  .algebra, x g L , and B be a block of u L, x . For which simple modules S
in B and for which simple modules M in B does m M again belong to B?0 F
 .Under which conditions on L resp. x is this satisfied for e¨ery simple module
in B and e¨ery simple module in B?0
In the case that the block B is G L-invariant, we would obtain from the0
 .  . Limplication d « c in Theorem 3 that G acts transitively on B. Let0
L .  L < w x w x4  L. G M [ g g G g ? M s M denote the stabilizer in G of the0 0 0
.isomorphism class of some simple module M belonging to B. Then it is
clear that the same conditions as in the second part of Question 1 on L
 .resp. x would also provide an answer to
QUESTION 2. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
U  . < < < L L . <algebra, x g L , and B be a block of u L, x . When does B s G rG M0 0
hold for e¨ery simple module M belonging to B?
< <In particular, B would always be a p-power and in the case that
 .  .Question 2 has an affirmative answer for e¨ery block of u L, x , )) at
< L L . <the end of Section 2 is satisfied if and only if G rG M s const. for0 0
 .e¨ery simple u L, x module M. The latter condition does not seem to
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appear very often. Nevertheless it is satisfied in the next result partly due
.to Farnsteiner which generalizes the case x s 0 in Example 1.<NilL.
PROPOSITION 6. Let L be a finite dimensional strongly sol¨ able restricted
Lie algebra o¨er an algebraically closed field F and x g LU such that x
¨anishes on the p-nilpotent radical of L. If T denotes a maximal torus of L,
then the following statements hold:
 . < < dim F T rT l CL..  .a B s p for any block B of u L, x .
 .  . dim F T l CL.b b L, x s p .
 .Proof. Let us begin by proving a in the special case B s B . We keep0
 .the notation of Proposition 5. Consider the canonical non-degenerate
U H  <  . 4pairing of T with T and denote by G [ t g T g t s 0 ;g g G the
orthogonal space of G : TU in T. From the root decomposition of N, it is
 :H  .  :immediately clear that R s T l C L . Because of dim R sF FF pp
 :  :H   ..dim R s dim Tr R s dim Tr T l C L , Theorem 1 and Propo-F FF F F
sition 5 give
< < < L < dim F R:F dim F T rT l CL..p pB s G s p s p .0 0
Since by hypothesis x vanishes on the p-nilpotent radical of L and the
 .ground field is algebraically closed, every simple u L, x -module is one-
dimensional and thus invertible with respect to m . Then we concludeF
 .  . L Lfrom Lemma 1 b that every block of u L, x is G -invariant and G acts0 0
 .transitively cf. the remarks after Question 1 and faithfully on every block
 . < < < <  .  .B of u L, x . Hence we have B s B cf. Question 2 and a follows0
 .  .from the result for B . Finally, b is an immediate consequence of a and0
 . <  . < < <b L, x s Irr L, x rB .0
The next two results are motivated by analogous results of Fong and
Gaschutz in the modular representation theory of finite solvable groupsÈ
 w x.cf. also the conjecture at the end of 16 . In particular, we obtain from
Theorem 4 a characterization of supersolvable restricted Lie algebras with
 w x w xexactly one block cf. 12, Theorem 2.1 or 18, Theorem VII.13.5 for the
.analogue in the modular representation theory of solvable groups .
THEOREM 4. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
algebra o¨er F and x g LU such that x ¨anishes on the largest nilpotent ideal
of L. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a u L, x has precisely one block.
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 .b L has no non-zero toral ideals.
 .  .c T L s 0.p
 .  .d C L is p-nilpotent.
 .Proof. By the characterization of T L as the largest toral ideal of L,p
 .  .  .  .the equivalence b m c is clear. Moreover, c « d is an immediate
w xconsequence of 22, Theorem 2.3.4 and the converse implication is trivial.
 .  .In order to show the implication b « a , we assume first that F is
 .algebraically closed. Let Nil L denote the largest nilpotent ideal of L.
w x  .Since L is supersolvable, we have L, L : Nil L and therefore the factor
 .algebra L [ LrNil L is abelian. By virtue of the Jordan]
Chevalley]Seligman decomposition, L is a direct sum of a torus and a
 .  .p-nilpotent ideal N s NrNil L of L, where N = Nil L is a p-ideal of L
w p xm  .and there exists an integer m with N : Nil L . As every element of
 .Nil L is ad-nilpotent, for any y g N there is an integer n such that
mq n w xnmqn m pp w p x w p xad y x s ad y x s ad y x .  .  .  . .  . /
p nmw p xs ad y x s 0 ; x g L, . .
i.e., ad y is nilpotent. Then Engel's Theorem implies that N is nilpotent
 . wand we obtain N s Nil L . Hence L is a torus and we conclude from 22,
 .x  .Lemma 2.4.4 2 that L is the semidirect product of a torus T with Nil L .
  ..  .But the unique maximal torus T Nil L of Nil L is an ideal of L andp
  ..  .thus by hypothesis T Nil L s 0. Hence Nil L is p-nilpotent and byp
 .  .virtue of T L s T l C L the assertion is a special case of Propositionp
 .6 b . In order to deal with the general case, let F denote an algebraic
closure of F. Then it is clear that L m F is again supersolvable and in viewF
 .  .of the already established equivalence b m d also has no non-zero toral
 .ideals. Finally, an application of Lemma 3 a in conjunction with the
already established case of an algebraically closed ground field yields
 .  .b L, x F b L m F, x m id s 1.F F
 .  .It remains to show the implication a « b . Suppose that L possesses
a non-zero toral ideal T . Since T is contained in the largest nilpotent0 0
ideal of L, our assumption implies x s 0 and therefore the restricted<T0
 .  .universal enveloping algebra u T , 0 can be embedded into u L, x .0
 .  w x.u T , 0 is an augmented algebra cf. 1, Definition 2.4.4 . Hence 0 /0
 .y1  .  .« s ? s / 1 is a central idempotent of u L, x , where « resp. s0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  wdenotes the augmentation mapping resp. trace element of u T , 0 cf. 7,0
x.p. 2875 . Then it is clear from the primitive central idempotent decompo-
 .sition of the identity element of u L, x that L has at least two blocks.
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 .  .Remark. Note that the implication a « b in Theorem 4 is an
immediate consequence of Proposition 1 if the ground field is algebraically
closed. Moreover, Theorem 4 can be applied to the Borel subalgebras of
semisimple Lie algebras of classical type as was already observed by
.Farnsteiner for Proposition 6 and to the maximal solvable subalgebra of
the Witt algebra which both have zero center and therefore are block
degenerate.
EXAMPLE 4. Consider again the diamond algebra from Example 1. If
 .  .  .  .  .x z s 1 and x x s 0 s x y , then b L, x s p ) 1, but T L s 0p
 .  .which shows that the implication b « a in Theorem 4 does not hold in
general if x / 0.<NilL.
 w p x .If we modify the p-mapping on the center i.e., z s z and consider
U  .x g L such that x s 0, we even obtain that b L, x is not a<NilL.
 .  .p-power, namely b L, x s p ? p y 1 q 1. One can see this by consider-
 .ing the eigenspace decomposition of u L, x with respect to the action of
the semisimple element z, i.e.,
u L, x s I , . [ g
ggFp
 .  . .  .where I ( u L, x ru L, x z y g are two-sided ideals of u L, x . Ifg
g / 0, then we are in the same situation as in Example 1 with x / 0<NilL.
 .and therefore I has p blocks. In the remaining case we have I ( u L, x ,g 0
where
L [ Ft [ F x [ F y ,
w p xw xt , x s x , t , y s yy , x , y s 0, t s t ,
w p x w p xx s y s 0, and x x s x y s 0. .  .
Hence L is strongly sol¨ able and x s 0. Therefore Theorem 4 implies<NilL.
 .that L has a unique block and u L, x has the number of blocks as
 . dim F TpL.mentioned above. Note that b L, x again is strictly larger than p
 .cf. Proposition 1 !
In particular, Theorem 4 implies that the condition in Proposition 3 is
also sufficient for belonging to the principal block in case L is supersolv-
 w x w xable cf. 12, Lemma 2.2 or 18, Theorem VII.13.7 for the analogue in the
.representation theory of finite modular group algebras :
THEOREM 5. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
algebra and S be a simple restricted L-module. Then S belongs to the principal
 .  .block of L if and only if T L : Ann S .p L
Proof. By Proposition 3 it is enough to show that ``if''-part of the
 .assertion. The hypothesis implies that S is a simple restricted LrT L -p
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module. Since factor algebras of supersolvable Lie algebras are also
  ..supersolvable, Theorem 4 in conjunction with T LrT L s 0 impliesp p
 .that LrT L has precisely one block and therefore S necessarily belongsp
 .to the principal block of LrT L . Finally, Lemma 4 shows that then Sp
also belongs to the principal block of L.
 .  .Theorem 5 enables us to generalize the implication a « b of Theo-
rem 2 to the supersolvable case and by Corollary 1 we also obtain a weak
 .generalization of a part of Corollary 4 in the form of an upper bound for
the number of isomorphism classes of simple modules in arbitrary blocks:
THEOREM 6. The number of isomorphism classes of simple modules in the
principal block of a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie algebra L
o¨er an algebraically closed field F is pdim F Tma x r TpL., where T is anymax
maximal torus of L.
w xRemark. By an old result of Winter 24, Proposition 2.17 , dim T sF max
const. for every maximal torus T of a finite dimensional solvablemax
restricted Lie algebra L. In the supersolvable case this will also follow
from the proof of Theorem 6.
 .  .Proof. As already used in the proof of the implication b « a of
Theorem 4, there exists a torus T such that L is the semidirect product of
 .  .  .   ..T and Nil L . Since LrT L ( T [ Nil L rT Nil L is strongly solv-p p
  ..  .  .  .able, T [ T L rT L ( T is a maximal torus of LrT L and anp p p
w  .x  .application of 22, Theorem 2.4.5 2 shows that T [ T L is a maximalp
torus of L. By virtue of Theorem 5, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the principal block of L and the isomorphism classes of simple
 .restricted LrT L -modules. Hence the assertion follows fromp
dim TF< <B s Irr LrT L , 0 s p . .0 p
 .  wusing the maximal tori of L resp. LrT L established above cf. 22,p
x w x.Exercise 5.8.4 and the remarks after 22, Lemma 5.8.6 .
Remark. Note that the proof of
< < dim F Tma x r TpL.B F p0
 .in Theorem 6 is independent of Proposition 6! Moreover, if Nil L denotes
the largest nilpotent ideal of L, the above proof shows that Theorem 6 can
also be formulated as
< < dim F L rNilL.B s p ,0
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which does not use tori, but immediately makes clear how Theorem 6 can
be considered as a generalization of Theorem 2 to the supersolvable case.
COROLLARY 5. Let L be a finite dimensional supersol¨ able restricted Lie
algebra o¨er an algebraically closed field F, x g LU , and B be a block of
 .u L,x . Then for any maximal torus T of L we ha¨emax
< < dim F Tma x r TpL. dim F L rNilL.B F p s p .
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